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I Introduction

This paper examines the ways in which Maori are recognised 

through New Zealand’s legal and political institutions, and 

draws lessons that are applicable to the complex challenge 

of Indigenous constitutional recognition in Australia.1 It 

argues that Indigenous recognition can occur through 

constitutional reform, but also through institutional 

and legislative reform: recognition could be a package 

of constitutional and other reforms. The New Zealand 

example demonstrates that Indigenous recognition seeks 

to address the functional, working relationship between 

Indigenous peoples and the state, to make it fairer than it 

has been in the past. It shows that Indigenous recognition 

can and should be practical and ongoing, rather than purely 

symbolic and static.

The paper begins by providing a political and 

theoretical context to the current Australian recognition 

debate. It discusses the reaction to the Expert Panel’s 

recommendations, contextualises the relevant concepts 

including ‘recognition’, ‘symbolism’, ‘practicality’ 

and ‘fairness’ within the frame of a liberal democracy, 

and argues that Indigenous advocacy has always been 

for practical forms of constitutional recognition and 

constitutional guarantees. Part III draws impetus from 

former Prime Minister Tony Abbot’s comments about 
the Treaty of Waitangi in New Zealand and compares the 

constitutional histories of New Zealand and Australia. It 

explores the changing constitutional relationship between 

Indigenous peoples and the state in both nations through 

successful or atempted agreement-making and breached 
promises, and argues that Indigenous constitutional 

recognition in the contemporary Australian seting should 

arise out of genuine negotiation and agreement between 

Indigenous peoples and the state, to re-set the terms for a 

fairer future relationship. Part IV discusses New Zealand’s 

ongoing movement towards practical recognition of Maori 

through legislative and institutional reforms including the 

Maori Council, Waitangi Tribunal setlement mechanisms 
and the cultural recognition that has lowed therefrom, and 
Maori reserved parliamentary seats. 

Part V draws speciic lessons relevant to the challenges 
of Indigenous constitutional recognition in Australia, 

highlighting four key insights. First, that constitutional 

rights clauses are not the only way to constitutionally protect 

Indigenous rights: political and procedural mechanisms to 

give Indigenous people a participatory voice in their afairs 
can also be used. Second, that Australia could legislatively 

enact high-level agreed principles to beter manage the 
future relationship between Indigenous peoples and the 

state. Third, that Australian governments could pursue 

agreement-making and setlements with Indigenous 
peoples in a fuller and richer sense than is currently the case. 

Fourth, that Australia could enact legislative mechanisms 

for practical recognition of Indigenous cultures, languages 

and heritage. 

Part VI concludes that New Zealand’s functional approach to 

Maori recognition and reconciliation is useful to the current 

Australian debate. The New Zealand example encourages 

both practicality and creativity in ascertaining the right 

constitutional and other reforms to efect just recognition of 
Indigenous peoples in Australia, in a way that is compatible 

with and acceptable within our political and constitutional 

system and cirumstances. 
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II Political and Theoretical Context

A The Current Indigenous Recognition Debate

The diiculty of constitutional reform in Australia imposes 
arduous constraints on the types of reforms that are politically 

achievable. The Expert Panel’s 2012 recommendations for 

Indigenous constitutional recognition proposed reforms 

including removal of references to ‘race’, insertion of a 

replacement Indigenous head of power incorporating 

preambular recognition statements, recognition of 

Indigenous languages and English as a national language, 

and the adoption of a racial non-discrimination clause to 

prohibit governments enacting racially discriminatory laws 

and policies.2

Some of these recommendations proved controversial. The 

racial non-discrimination clause proposal in particular, 

despite its public popularity,3 was derided as a ‘one clause 

bill of rights’ that would improperly empower unelected 

judges to overturn the decisions of elected representatives.4 

Downplaying these criticisms, the Joint Select Commitee 
in 2015 recommended three versions of a racial non-

discrimination clause in its inal report, including two versions 
that would protect Indigenous people only.5 But soon after 

the report’s publication, Commitee Chairman, Liberal MP 
Ken Wyat, indicated that a racial non-discrimination clause 
would be unlikely to gain the necessary political support for a 

successful referendum, because it was already being opposed 

in his own party.6 It is thus becoming increasingly apparent 

that a racial non-discrimination clause, or variations thereof, 

may be politically unachievable. As bipartisan support is 

integral to referendum success,7 modiied proposals that 
might more easily win widespread political consensus are 

being discussed.8 

Political and procedural constitutional reform options, 

designed to increase Indigenous participation in democratic 

processes as a pre-emptive way of protecting Indigenous 

rights and interests, have been proposed as alternatives to 

judicially adjudicated constitutional rights clauses. Noel 

Pearson argues for a constitutional amendment to guarantee 

that Indigenous views are heard by Parliament in the making 

of laws and policies with respect to Indigenous afairs,9 

accompanied by a Declaration outside the Constitution 

to give efect to symbolic recognition in a way that is free 
from unintended constitutional consequences.10 Others 

have argued for reserved Indigenous parliamentary seats.11 

Former Labor Prime Minister, Paul Keating, recently called 

for a treaty, which could then be constitutionally recognised.12 

Others, like Father Frank Brennan, argue for minimalist, 

purely symbolic recognition in the Constitution, because that 

is all he thinks is politically achievable.13 Brennan suggests a 

‘modest’ constitutional acknowledgement: a new preamble 

recognising Indigenous prior occupation, the ‘continuing 

relationship with their traditional lands and waters’ and the 

‘continuing cultures, languages and heritage’ of Indigenous 

people, and a replacement Indigenous power framed in 

similar terms, but no form of constitutional guarantee.14 

Given the political constraints and legal complexities, and the 

range of options on the table for discussion, what is a sensible 

and fair approach to Indigenous constitutional recognition in 

a liberal democracy like Australia? 

B On Recognition, Symbolism, Fairness and 

Practicality within a Liberal Democracy

It is irst appropriate to provide some theoretical background 
to the question. Is it ‘fair’ to be seeking to recognise 

Indigenous peoples at all? Andrew Bolt and others argue that 
recognition of one group is unfair and antithetical to equality 

before the law.15 Are they wrong?

In the New Zealand context, Maori judge Eddie Durie 

observes that:

Justice, in the broad sense of fairness, requires respect for all 

peoples… In many cases, therefore, a plural legal order may 

be necessary … 

Maori, in this context, are not simply a race or cultural 

group, but a people with constitutional status arising from 

prior occupancy … Maori are a domestic constitutional 

entity entitled to special recognition.16

The argument for Indigenous recognition proceeds from an 

understanding that Indigenous peoples are a legitimately 

distinct ‘constitutional entity’, or constitutional constituency, 

within a plural legal order that can be seen to derive its 

authority from more than one source.17 In the setlement of 
Australia, the sovereign status of Indigenous peoples was 

discriminatorily denied by the colonising forces and their 

status as a legitimate constitutional constituency similarly 

went unrecognised.
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Australia’s Constitution was thus a union of the colonies, 

but it unfairly excluded Indigenous peoples both as equal 

citizens and as consenting parties to the constitutional 

compact. Had things been fairer, the Constitution might 

also have embodied a union with the colonised. Indigenous 

people might have been treated as equals and allowed to 

negotiate the terms of their inclusion in the new nation, 

rather than having those terms oppressively imposed upon 

them. This essentially ‘liberal, consent-based’ argument 

for Indigenous constitutional recognition therefore seeks 

to remedy the unfair and illiberal treatment of Indigenous 

peoples prior to and at federation, as well as the injustices 

that have lowed from that initial discrimination, by 
seting in place fairer terms for Indigenous inclusion and 
participation in the future.18

Will Kymlicka’s understanding of the issue is grounded 

in his observation that Western democracies are often 

multinational – they can be home to distinct yet coexisting 

nations or peoples, while also developing into uniied states 
with a shared sense of patriotism. Kymlicka observes that 

accommodation and recognition of coexisting domestic 

nations within states is often accepted as a necessary measure, 

‘above and beyond the common rights of citizenship’, to 

ensure that these nations can exist in a way that is fair, moral 

and respectful to their common humanity.19 

Noel Pearson characterises recognition and accommodation 

as a middle way between absolute assimilation and total 

fragmentation of the state as responses to the multinational 

or ‘peoplehood’ problem.20 Indeed, the middle way of 

recognition and accommodation, as demonstrated in 

comparable liberal democracies such as Canada, the USA 

and New Zealand, may be the most humanitarian and 

peaceful way to reconcile colonised nations with colonising 

states. Such measures stand as an appropriate recognition 

of historical diference and a justiiable exception to strict 
equality before the law, because ‘equality, including the 

just distribution of constitutional power, is enhanced by 

the construction and support of this diference.’21 The 

pursuit of Indigenous constitutional recognition can be 

understood as the pursuit of reform to support equality in 

practice, taking into account historical and contemporary 

practical realities.

Coulthard however, in the Canadian context, problematises 

‘the increasingly commonplace assumption that the colonial 

relationship between Indigenous peoples and the … state 

can be reconciled via a liberal “politics of recognition”.’ He 

argues that the ‘recognition-based approach to reconciling 

Indigenous peoples’ assertions of nationhood with setler-
state sovereignty via the accommodation of Indigenous 

identity-related claims … is still colonial insofar as it remains 

structurally commited to the dispossession of Indigenous 
peoples of our lands and self-determining authority.’22 It is 

an analysis that aligns with arguments commonly made in 

the Australian context that Indigenous people should seek 

‘sovereignty’, rather than mere recognition.23 The argument 

views constitutional recognition as a subordinate acceptance 

of, rather than resistance to, colonial rule; it tends to equate 

recognition with continued oppression, and ‘sovereignty’ 

with independence, freedom and self-determination. 

As Pearson suggests, however, constitutional recognition 

may be beter understood as atempting to reconcile these 
extremes. Depending on the model adopted, recognition 

might mean a carving out of Indigenous authority and a 

sharing of power. In that sense, it could be a recognition of 

residual, surviving or co-existing sovereignty or nationhood. 

Australia’s federal arrangements share authority and power 

between the Commonwealth and the states as a recognition 

of shared sovereignty.24 If Indigenous peoples were also 

meaningfully and fairly represented and recognised within 

the constitutional union – could that actually amount to a 

practical recognition of surviving and coexisting Indigenous 

sovereignty?25

Within this nuanced conversation, the diiculty in 
distinguishing between recognition measures that are fair 

and those that are unfair is readily apparent. As a starting 

point, fairness in a symbolic sense should be distinguished 

from fairness in practice. Sometimes, however, symbolism 

and practicality can collide and coincide. As Rosenberg 

points out, for example, constitutional bills of rights (often 

seen, particularly in the current Australian debate, as 

ofering practical, substantive constitutional protections) can 
sometimes be pursued for their symbolic value more than for 

their operational results. Professor Suri Ratnapala notes that 

‘over 130 countries have a bill of rights in one form or another 

but only a minority of them can truly claim a reasonable 

record of respect for human rights.’26 Observing a potential 

danger in pursuing litigation alone as a strategy for human 

rights protection, Rosenberg observes: 

Symbolic victories may be mistaken for substantive ones, 

covering a reality that is distasteful. Rather than working to 
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change that reality, reformers may be misled (or content?) 
to celebrate the illusion of change. There is a danger that 

symbolic gains cover for actual failings.27

That is certainly a risk in the pursuit of Indigenous 

constitutional recognition in Australia. Would the insertion 

of a racial non-discrimination clause really yield equality 

of outcomes and equality in practice, or would it be 

more of a symbolic statement with occasional practical 

efect? Conversely, might a preamble, intended to have 
only symbolic efect, eventually yield practical (even if 
unintended) reform, perhaps through its use in judicial 

interpretation? Or might symbolic statements engender 
atitudinal changes which can eventually prompt practical 
reform? As the New Zealand example demonstrates through 
the Treaty of Waitangi, sometimes a form of recognition 

that is of itself lacking in legally enforceable power can 

nonetheless, over time, prompt signiicant practical change 
through the moral and political authority that it comes to 

wield and the political and cultural change it encourages.28 

It can be given practical substance when its principles are 

translated into legislative action. The danger, of course, is in 

setling for symbolism that does not and perhaps never will 
prompt practical change. 

The Apology to Australia’s Indigenous Peoples, for 

example, was not accompanied by any practical measures 

or inancial compensation.29 Pearson has argued that 

accepting the Apology without compensation was a 

strategic mistake. His fear was that ‘Black fellas will get 

the words, the white fellas will keep the money. And by 

Thursday the stolen generations and their apology will be 

over as a political issue.’30 Pearson’s anxiety in this regard 

turned out to be well-founded – compensation was never 

paid and the Apology turned out to be purely symbolic.31 

The lesson remains salient for current Indigenous struggles 

to achieve constitutional recognition that is more than mere 

words and that includes fair reforms to propel positive 

practical change.32 

C The Constitution is a Rulebook, and Indigenous 

Advocates Seek Fairer Rules

This paper argues that Indigenous constitutional recognition 

should involve practical constitutional and legislative reform 

rather than symbolism alone. It must involve some kind 

of constitutional guarantee of fairer future treatment for 

Indigenous peoples. 

Constitutions are fundamentally practical documents. 

Australia’s Constitution in particular is mostly devoid 

of aspirational statements and symbolic content.33 There 

would be litle point going to the cost and efort of a national 
referendum to make a purely symbolic change to Australia’s 

highly practical Constitution. Constitutional recognition 

should have practical beneit for Indigenous peoples and the 
nation. Otherwise, why bother?

Further, the type of constitutional reform adopted should 

be in keeping with the nature of Australia’s Constitution. 

Australia’s Constitution contains rules, procedures and 

principles.34 Its rules, procedures and principles bring to 

life the relationships between the Commonwealth and the 

states, between the courts and the Parliament, and between 

citizens and governments, under the Constitution. Equally, 

the lack of fair rules, procedures and principles with respect 

to Indigenous afairs is the omission that has for so long 
enlivened calls for Indigenous constitutional recognition.35 

Constitutional recognition seeks to address the relationship 

between Indigenous peoples and the state, to make it fairer 

than it has been in the past. This cannot be achieved through 

symbolism alone: it requires a practical change to some 

constitutional rules.

The rules, procedures and principles in Australia’s 

Constitution are best characterised as enduring, 

intergenerational guarantees. The harder a Constitution is 

to change, the more this is true – Australia’s is one of the 

hardest to change in the world. The history of Indigenous 

advocacy for constitutional recognition36 demonstrates that 

Indigenous advocates have consistently sought meaningful 

and binding constitutional guarantees as a check on the 

unrestrained might of the parliamentary majority.37 They 

have sought ‘rules and rights and guarantees that things will 

happen in a beter way.’38 

In July 2015, at a meeting at Kirribili House, Indigenous 

leaders emphasised that they seek a form of constitutional 

recognition that has substance and propels positive 

practical change. They emphasised the need for an answer 

to the history of racial discrimination against Indigenous 

peoples, under the Constitution.39 Importantly, there is not 

just one kind of constitutional solution to this problem. 

The New Zealand example demonstrates that there can be 

multiple, pragmatic answers embedded into constitutional 

arrangements to redress past discriminatory treatment of 

Indigenous peoples and help ensure it is not repeated.
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But while there may be multiple forms of constitutional 

guarantee from which to choose, Indigenous advocacy for 

practical constitutional change should rule out proposals 

for merely symbolic recognition. There would be no point 

proceeding with an Indigenous recognition proposal that 

Indigenous people themselves do not agree with. And 

Indigenous people continue to state that they seek practical 

and substantive constitutional reform.

III Constitutional Histories Compared 

A Looking to New Zealand for Inspiration

In 2013, in the context of political ambivalence towards the 

Expert Panel’s recommendations, former Prime Minister 

Tony Abbot (back then Leader of the Opposition) asked 
Australians to look to New Zealand as a positive role model 

for Indigenous recognition and reconciliation. ‘We only have 

to look across the Tasman to see how it all could have been 

done so much beter,’ Abbot said. ‘Thanks to the Treaty of 
Waitangi in New Zealand two peoples became one nation.’40 

In pointing to the Treaty as a beacon of reconciliatory 

achievement, Abbot rhetorically urged national unity and 
cohesion over ethnic division. But while Abbot’s observation 
about the unifying purpose of the Treaty in New Zealand 

was broadly correct,41 his vision of ‘two peoples’ peacefully 

becoming ‘one nation’ was perhaps romanticised. The 

relationship between Maori and the Crown in New Zealand 

was a turbulent one, as most colonial relationships are. It was 

a relationship that would have highs and lows, promises and 

betrayals, wars and reconciliations; just like the relationship 

between Indigenous people and the Crown (and the setlers) 
in Australia. 

Nonetheless, there is much we can learn from New Zealand 

about moving beyond a discriminatory past and seting in 
place practical measures for a fairer future relationship 

between Indigenous peoples and the state. In this 

fundamental challenge New Zealand, as Abbot correctly 
observes, is demonstrably way ahead. 

B Constitutions Compared: New Zealand’s 

Flexible Constitutional Arrangements

Unlike Australia, New Zealand lacks an entrenched 

Constitution. The Constitution Act 1986 is New Zealand’s main 

formal statement of constitutional arrangements42 and can be 

amended via ordinary legislative procedures.43 In contrast 

to Australia,44 New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements 

are not especially entrenched through manner and form 

requirements to make them more diicult to amend.45 There 

is no hierarchy under which constitutional laws are given 

special status, and no ‘supreme law’ under which ordinary 

legislation can be struck down by the courts.46 

This lexible constitutional structure has, in the view of many 
New Zealanders, enabled positive ‘adaption to changing 

circumstances,’ allowing ‘the values of government’ to ‘stay 

in line with changing social values’,47 through political 

processes rather than the courts. According to Professor 

James Allan, this makes New Zealand a particularly 

democratic nation.48 Because parliamentary power is not 

curtailed by an entrenched Constitution, a strong form 

of parliamentary sovereignty prevails,49 in contrast to 

Australia’s parliamentary supremacy where Parliament’s 

power is limited by an entrenched Constitution as interpreted 

by the courts.50 

The Treaty of Waitangi and the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 

1990 are also important parts of New Zealand’s constitutional 

framework. They are considered ‘foundational documents’ 

which have established important constitutional principles, 

including the principle ‘that the Government must govern 

according to the law.’51 Despite this, the unentrenched status 

of these documents means that the principles within them 

can never trump parliamentary will.52 The New Zealand 

Parliament ‘can make laws about anything if a majority of 

MPs support the proposal.’53 

New Zealand’s comparatively lexible constitutional 
arrangements must be taken into account when applying 

Maori recognition insights to Australia’s much more 

diicult to amend Constitution. Nonetheless, it must be 
remembered that Australia need not implement all its 

Indigenous recognition measures in the Constitution. Some 

reforms might properly be implemented through legislation. 

That would mean that the referendum requirement can 

be avoided, but it would also mean that the legislation is 

vulnerable to amendment or repeal. 

If Indigenous recognition in Australia can be a package of 

constitutional and legislative reforms, part of the challenge 

will be in ascertaining which reforms are best efected in 
legislation and which reforms need the entrenched status of 

a constitutional guarantee.
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C The Treaty of Waitangi in New Zealand

The signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, on one view, was a 

moment of historical accord which laid the groundwork 

for ‘harmonious race relations’ between Maori and Pakeha 

people.54 The Treaty has been described as ‘the promise of 

two peoples to take the best possible care of each other.’55 

Despite this aspiration, New Zealand’s history ‘since the 

signing of the Treaty has been marked by repeated failures 

to honour these founding promises.’56

While the Treaty’s promises were often abandoned by 

the much more powerful Crown, the Treaty nonetheless 

established a special relationship between Maori and the 

Crown. This in itself was important. The Treaty’s ‘text 

relects an understanding of the fundamental elements of 
the relationship and about how iwi and hapū would work 

with the Crown in developing the country’s future.’57 It 

was an acknowledgement of shared founding authority 

and agreement to work towards a partnered future. This 

understanding proved key to the development of institutional 

structures recognising this special relationship.

The Treaty itself, however, can be described as legally mostly 

inefective, as laws can be passed which contravene the 
Treaty.58 It is only enforceable where expressly incorporated 

into legislation.59 Most would agree, however, that the Treaty 

has become socio-politically and morally efective. Over time 
as politics and mindsets have changed, the Treaty has helped 

shift national atitudes towards a greater respect towards 
Maori rights, and Maori are seen politically as something 

more akin to equal Treaty partners.60

The Treaty’s preamble acknowledges the British monarchy, 

the native prior occupants and immigrants, and is said to 

establish a bicultural foundation for New Zealand.61 The 

preamble establishes the Treaty’s purpose as protecting 

Maori rights and property, recognising British sovereign 

authority and establishing law and order and conditions 

for justice, for both the native population and the Crown’s 

subjects.

Article One declares that the native chiefs cede their 

sovereignty and authority absolutely and without 

reservation to the British Crown (although this is disputed, 

as the Maori text of the Treaty employs a concept that 

difers from the English concept of ‘sovereignty’).62 Article 

Two guarantees the Indigenous tribes ‘full exclusive and 

undisturbed’ possession of their properties as long as they 

wish to retain those properties; but says that the tribes 

yield to the Crown the exclusive and pre-emptive right 

of alienation at agreed prices.63 Article Three says that ‘in 

consideration therefore’ the Crown grants the Maori ‘royal 

protection’ and imparts ‘all the rights and privileges of 

British subjects’. It guarantees Maori equal citizenship and 

equality before the law, but may also establish a duty of 

protection whereby the Crown is supposed to act in the best 

interests of Maori people.64

The Treaty, however, did not prevent racial discrimination 

against Maori people.65 Views that saw the Maori as an 

inferior race led courts in 1877 to declare the Treaty legally 

invalid.66 The racially discriminatory atitudes of the era 
viewed the Maori as ‘savages’ and ‘uncivilised barbarians’, 

not possessing any sovereignty prior to colonisation. 

Accordingly, Maori were considered politically incapable of 

having entered into a valid Treaty with the Crown and were 

deemed incapable of retaining rights to land and property:67

On the foundation of this colony the aborigines [sic] 

were found without any kind of civil government, or any 

setled system of law… The Maori tribes were incapable of 
performing the duties, and therefore of assuming the rights, 

of a civilised community…

On the cession of territory by one civilised power to another, 

the rights of private property are invariably respected, and 

the old law of the country is administered, to such extent as 

may be necessary, by the courts of the new sovereign. ... But 

in the case of primitive barbarians, the supreme executive 

Government must acquit itself, as best it may, of its obligation 

to respect native proprietary rights, and of necessity must be 

the sole arbiter of its own justice.68

The discriminatory logic of terra nullius initially prevailed 

in New Zealand,69 as it did in Australia, despite the Treaty. 

The Privy Council overturned the discriminatory reasoning 

in 1901,70 but New Zealand courts publically ignored its 

decision and continued to disregard the Treaty.71 In 1941 the 

Privy Council came into line with New Zealand courts and 

declared that the Treaty was not enforceable unless it was 

incorporated into legislation.72 

New Zealand’s history, like Australia’s, includes violence, 

warfare and discrimination in the dispossession of 

Indigenous people,73 despite the Treaty. 
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D Attempted Agreements in the Colonisation of 

Australia and the Importance of Negotiation 

and Agreement for Constitutional Recognition

By contrast, there was no national, bilateral treaty with 

Indigenous peoples in the colonisation of Australia.74 John 

Batman’s atempted treaty with the Indigenous peoples 
near Port Phillip in 183575 is seen by some as a sham and an 

atempt at fraud: a tricky exchange of trinkets and supplies 
for vast swathes of traditional Kulin land.76 On another view 

it was a genuine bargain struck out of political and practical 

necessity on both sides.77 

In any case, the treaty was soon declared invalid by the 

colonial authorities.78 Henry Reynolds explains the reasoning 

of the colonial lawyers of the time. Because the colonisers had 

‘gained ultimate dominion in and sovereignty over the soil,’ 

the Indigenous people only retained a ‘right of occupancy’ 

– not ownership. The colonisers asserted that they were 

sovereign, so allowing Indigenous people rights to sell the 

land directly to the setlers would have been inconsistent 
with the rights of the Crown to retain ‘sovereignty and 

dominion’ over the land.79 The concept of the inalienability 

of native land thus emerged, not from colonial good will, but 

as ‘a restraint on the natives’ power of choice and control of 

their land for the purpose of reserving power and control 

of land for the new sovereign,’80 thus allowing the Imperial 

government to control how land was alienated instead of 

allowing Indigenous people to strike bargains with the 

setlers for themselves.81

It cannot be said with certainty whether the Batman treaty 

was a genuine atempt at negotiating a deal or an atempt to 
dupe the Indigenous people. But it seems evident that the 

two parties had been trying to negotiate. The logic of terra 

nullius was ingenious in how it played out in this respect. 

By denying that the Indigenous people possessed any 

sovereignty or ownership of the land, the Crown denied 

them their right to negotiate with respect to their own 

colonisation. 

A similar insight is applicable to the constitutional 

negotiations that preceded Australia’s Federation. 

Indigenous peoples, under the logic of terra nullius, were not 

seen as sovereign entities nor as owners of the land. Thus, 

they were not included as legitimate negotiating parties to 

the constitutional compact. Where Maori prior sovereignty 

was initially recognised through the Treaty of Waitangi 

(even if it was later denied) and the key promises of equal 

citizenship and respect for property were made (even if they 

were later ignored), the Indigenous peoples of Australia 

were not dealt with as sovereign entities in the founding 

of Australia, and the key guarantees with respect to equal 

treatment and property were not articulated. The pragmatic 

imperatives of setlement meant that the liberal democratic 
principles of equality before the law and respect for property 

rights were ignored in respect of the Indigenous people 

whom the English sought to colonise.82 

How diferent might things have been had this not been the 
case – if Indigenous people had been allowed to negotiate 

and setle the terms to govern their future relationship 
with the newcomers.83 Abbot is right that things indeed 
happened more fairly across the Tasman. The key promises 

of the Treaty of Waitangi were not always kept; but at 

least they were made. The principles were agreed and 

established, and this in itself was important. It meant that 

the Maori were able to hold the Crown accountable to these 

promises over time.

The exclusion of Indigenous peoples from power sharing 

and constitutional negotiations was not for lack of 

Indigenous people trying. Batman’s atempted treaty was, 
if nothing else, an atempt at negotiation. Similarly, the 
historical accounts relayed in the Mabo84 judgement show 

that Indigenous people did indeed try to exercise agency 

and political authority over their lands and to negotiate deals 

that might ensure their survival and ongoing ownership 

in the face of creeping dispossession. The Mabo judgement 

quotes Governor King’s account of early negotiations with 

Aboriginal people in 1804:

They very ingenuously answered that they did not like to 

be driven from the few places that were left on the banks 

of the river, where alone they could procure food … that if 

they could retain some places from the lower part of the river 

they should be satisied and would not trouble the white 
men. The observation and request appear to be so just and 

equitable that I assured them no more setlements should be 
made lower down the river.85

The account again suggests that an informal deal was struck; 

a promise was made by the Governor.86 Like many such 

Crown promises, however, it was soon abandoned in the 

face of practical pressures: ‘in due course the Governor’s 

assurance … was dishonoured. While the wrongs involved 
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in the dispossession of the Aboriginals were acknowledged, 

the underlying problems were left unaddressed.’87 

The most fundamental of the pre-Federation promises were 

the unilateral ones in the form of the royal instructions given 

by the King to Captain Cook and Arthur Phillip when they 

made their journeys to colonise Australia. Captain James 

Cook on his exploration voyages carried secret instructions 

from the British King, authorising Cook to ‘take possession of 

convenient situations in the country in the name of the King 

of Great Britain’, but ‘with the consent of the natives’.88 On 

22 August 1770, Cook declared possession of the east coast at 

Possession Island. He had noted that the land was inhabited, 

but no documented negotiation occurred and there was no 

agreement or consent.89 

Seventeen years later, in 1787, King George III issued further 

royal Instructions to Arthur Philip as the leet sailed to 
Botany Bay:

You are to endeavour, by every possible means, to open an 

intercourse with the natives, and to conciliate their afections, 
enjoining all our subjects to live in amity and kindness with 

them.90 

This good intention too went unfulilled in the face of the 
political imperatives of the era.

Indigenous atempts at negotiation of course continued well 
after Federation. William Cooper’s leter to King George 
V in 1937, asking for Indigenous representation in federal 

Parliament, was an atempt at negotiation.91 The Yolngu 

bark petitions of 1963, the Barunga Statement of 1988, and 

the 2008 Yolngu petition calling for ‘serious constitutional 

reform’92 and greater Indigenous control of Indigenous 

afairs were atempts at negotiation. The atempted power-
sharing negotiations have continued to this day, inding 
their expression in contemporary Indigenous advocacy for 

constitutional recognition and reform.

Constitutional recognition of Indigenous peoples is a way 

to belatedly make good those unfulilled historical promises 
and complete the unreciprocated and unrealised atempts 
at constitutional negotiation. In arriving at a fair form of 

Indigenous recognition, the need for genuine negotiation 

between Indigenous peoples and the state cannot be ignored. 

Only genuine negotiation can lead to free agreement and a 

just setlement between Indigenous peoples and government, 

which can then be implemented through constitutional and 

legislative measures. 

IV Movement towards Maori Practical Recognition

The Treaty established important standing and rights for 

Maori and was crucial to the development of institutional 

structures to recognise and give Maori a voice in New 

Zealand’s political system.93 It came to be seen as the 

foundation for a positive re-calibration of the relationship 

between Maori people and the Crown;94 it is now said to 

establish biculturalism,95 a principle of partnership between 

Maori and the state, and a duty to negotiate reasonably and 

in good faith.96 These principles have become ingrained.97 

The iduciary principle has emerged as a duty to consult 
which, though not legally actionable, has developed moral 

and political force. Treaty principles are now incorporated 

into several pieces of legislation.98

Practical measures for Maori recognition have been 

implemented to ensure the Maori voice is heard through 

speciic national institutional arrangements. These include 
the Maori Council, the setlement mechanisms of the Waitangi 
Tribunal which have helped propel practical forms of Maori 

cultural recognition, and reserved Maori parliamentary seats. 

A Maori Council

The Maori Council structure arose out of Maori political 

advocacy in the 1800s, and derived its shape from the 

Kotahitanga (Maori King) movement and the Maori 

parliaments. The structure was not recognised by the Crown 

until 1962,99 when the Maori Council’s general functions 

and purpose were articulated in legislation.100 The Maori 

Council’s role includes considering and promoting Maori 

social and economic advancement, harmonious inter-ethnic 

relations, and collaborating with state departments and other 

organisations on Maori afairs initiatives such as employment, 
education, health and cultural revitalisation. The Maori 

Council is also charged with acting as a consultative and 

advisory body with local representatives on Maori maters, 
and is empowered to make representations to government 

regarding Maori afairs.101 

The representative structure is spearheaded by nine elected 

Maori representatives, formed from a collective of Maori 

commitees within each Maori district. Maori council 
districts,102 are distinct from the Maori electorates which 
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operate for the purposes of the Maori roll in the election 

of Maori reserved parliamentary seats.103 Commitee areas 
within districts are the declared tribal commitee areas 
under the Maori Social and Economic Advancement Act 1945.104 

Thus, the Maori Council provides an elected, representative 

structure to connect local Maori leaders with national 

advocacy. 

The Maori Council has represented Maori in claims against 

the Crown105 and has been an important vehicle for national 

Maori advocacy. It has helped give Maori a formal and 

recognised voice in their afairs and assisted in building and 
consolidating Maori co-operation and consensus between 

tribes: important elements for efective national advocacy. 
Some, however, argue that the Maori Council’s time is 

passing and that its political authority has declined. The 

Minister for Maori Afairs, Dr Pita Sharples, criticised the 
Act for being outdated because it still contains arguably 

discriminatory elements, like empowering Maori wardens to 

evict Maori people from bars.106 

Nonetheless, while its role and eicacy have changed over 
time, the Maori Council provided a practical structure for 

Maori recognition and representation. Given that Maori are 

beter placed than anyone to take a leadership role, advise 
government and consult with Maori on the challenges related 

to Maori afairs, it is sensible that New Zealand has formally 
recognised a national structure to enable Maori people 

to exercise inluence in their afairs. The Maori Council’s 
recent decline also presents valuable lessons. If Australia is 

to adopt its own Indigenous representative and advocacy 

body, it would be important to ensure that its structure and 

functions evolve over time as necessary, while also ensuring 

that its political authority can be maintained in changing 

circumstances.  

B The Waitangi Tribunal and Cultural Recognition

Since 1975,107 Maori have been recognised and given voice 

through the negotiation and setlement mechanisms of 
the Waitangi Tribunal, which hears and resolves historical 

breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi.108 Through these processes, 

grievances can be aired, stories told and histories documented. 

Setlements involve inancial and cultural redress and 
recognition, as well as oicial apology from the Crown for past 
breaches.109 The Treaty setlement process establishes a truth 
and reconciliation process for New Zealand,110 and provides 

an active and ongoing process for Maori recognition. 

The Waikato-Tainui setlement, legislated in 1995,111 ended 

decades of historical warfare and failed atempts at fair 
negotiation.112 The setlement deed included compensation 
of land and cash valued at $170 million.113 Queen Elizabeth 

II signed the Waikato Raupatu Claims Setlement Act 1995 
incorporating it into New Zealand law and personally 

delivered the apology,114 acknowledging past injustices and 

Treaty breaches.115

The Te Reo Māori claim argued that Maori language was a 

cultural ‘treasure’, a right protected under Article 2 of the 

Treaty.116 The Tribunal made several recommendations 

for appropriate redress, which included recognising Maori 

as an oicial language of New Zealand. This and many 
other recommendations were subsequently taken up by the 

government.117 Maori was recognised as an oicial language 
in legislation118 and the fact that Maori language rights are 

protected under the Treaty is recognised in the preamble to 

the Maori Language Act 1987 (NZ).119 The Maori Language 

Commission was established120 to promote New Zealand as 

a bicultural nation.121 

The cultural component of the Waitangi Tribunal setlements 
has helped propel recognition of Maori culture and heritage 

in a tangible way. The New Zealand National Geographic 

Board122 undertakes dual language place naming, with Maori 

place names sometimes lowing from Treaty setlements, then 
included in the relevant setlement legislation.123 The process 

of dual naming ‘recognises the equal and special signiicance 
of both the original Maori and non-Maori names’124 and New 

Zealand itself now carries its Maori name: Aotearoa. Maori 

culture is increasingly seen as New Zealand’s culture. 

The setlements mechanism demonstrates that Maori 
recognition is a practical work in progress. Setlements 
allow recognition to incrementally continue and increase. 

The Crown has commited to reaching a inal setlement 
with each Maori tribe, with each setlement intended to be a 
inal setlement of all historical grievances, so that the Maori 
and the Crown can move forward together in a constructive 

partnership for the future.125 This process, started in 1975, is 

now reaching its conclusion.126

The setlements processes, along with the other practical 
forms of Maori recognition, could be seen as measures 

which have ‘supplemented the deicient legitimacy of 
the legal order … that began in 1840’ such that the ‘Maori 

expectations based on the Treaty and also in some measure 
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on the historical record of dealings between coloniser and 

colonised, have been partly fulilled.’127 

There is much Australia can learn from what has been 

achieved through New Zealand’s Waitangi Tribunal 

negotiations and setlements.

C Maori Reserved Seats in Parliament

Reserved Maori seats in Parliament are an important part of 

the practical recognition of Maori in New Zealand, and are 

an integral part of the political expectations that have arisen 

from Treaty principles.128 New Zealand has had reserved 

Maori seats since 1867.129 The reserved seats sit in the House 

of Representatives and are chosen through a Maori electoral 

roll not atached exclusively to particular Maori territory. 
Rather, every Maori person, wherever they reside, may 

choose whether to vote on the Maori roll, or the general 

roll.130 The Maori electoral population,131 as ascertained by 

the number of Maori people who have registered on the 

Maori roll, is divided into Maori electoral districts.132 The 

Maori districts cover the entire country and territorially co-

exist with the general roll. 

One view is that the Maori seats were initially implemented 

as a tool for political control and minimisation of Maori 

power, as Maori in the 1860s were in the majority.133 Lloyd 

explains:

At a time when Maori greatly outnumbered non-Maori, 

dedicated seats allowed the political power of Maori to be 

constrained, limiting their vote to the Maori electoral roll 

and the four Maori seats alone.134

Others argue that the reserved seats were implemented to 

address the problem that the Maori were disenfranchised 

because of the property rules that were a condition of voting 

rights. Only males over 21 with an individual property title 

were allowed to vote.135 The Maori practiced communal 

ownership,136 and though they could undertake processes to 

gain individual title, this was slow and many were mistrustful 

of aggressive Crown tactics to individualise Maori title 

as a way of eroding Maori governance and authority.137 

Accordingly, many Maori men who should otherwise have 

been allowed to vote were not democratically represented.138 

The allocation of reserved seats was initially a temporary 

measure, purportedly to ensure that the Maori were 

represented while governments undertook the process of 

giving Maori males individual property titles.139 However 

the number of seats given was not proportionate to the 

number of Maori men in the population. Thus, the seats were 

probably ‘discriminatory tokenism’,140 rather than a genuine 

atempt at proportional representation.141 Some argue that 

the move involved ‘no high intentions or moral principles,’142 

but was a ‘way of rewarding Maori loyalists and placating 

Maori rebels.’143 Others say that there was some element of 

responding to international pressure, especially since the 

Crown was generating tax revenue from the Maori people.144 

Whatever the many reasons, the existence of the reserved 

seats was further extended.145

Universal sufrage in New Zealand was achieved in 1893, 
but was split into two race-based voting rolls. From 1893 

to 1975, ‘full-blood’ Maoris had to be on the Maori voting 

roll, ‘half-bloods’ (or ‘half-castes’) could choose which roll 

to be on, and any person with less than half Maori lineage 

had to be on the European roll.146 In 1975, Maori were 

given the choice of which roll they wanted to be on, and 

the European roll was renamed the ‘general roll’.147 The 

reserved Maori seats remained, perhaps out of ‘indiference 
and neglect’,148 but also perhaps as an airmative way to 
address historical wrongs through promoting a stronger 

Maori political voice.149

The modern measures have signiicantly increased Maori 
representation in Parliament and ‘New Zealand achieved 

parity between the proportion of Maori in its population 

and the proportion of Maori representatives in parliament 

following the 2002 national elections.’150 Similarly, there 

are now more Maori siting in general seats.151 As the 

Constitutional Advisory Panel explains, ‘Maori MPs who are 

elected to general seats are responsible for representing all their 

constituents. MPs elected to the Maori seats ensure a distinctive 

Māori voice in the issues considered by Parliament.’152

The Maori reserved seats have come to be associated with 

Treaty of Waitangi principles:153

Maori seats have acquired, for Maori, a particular signiicance 
in relation to the Treaty of Waitangi. They have come to be 

seen as a means of recognition, and continued faith with 

the terms of, the Treaty… Dedicated seats symbolize ‘a 

recognition of the position of the Maori people as a ‘Treaty 

partner’ in the enterprise of national government’, and have 

thus become a ‘treaty icon’.154
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However, there have been criticisms of the reserved seats 

on the basis that they contravene equality before the law 

principles.155 The 1993 Royal Commission on the Electoral 

System recommended the reserved seats be abolished,156 

though these recommendations were ignored.

Since 2002 the number of Maori MPs in Parliament 

has exceeded the proportional number of Maori in the 

population. Some have argued that this undermines fair 

proportional representation of all New Zealanders, and may 

therefore be a case of ‘discriminatory privilege,’157 or reverse 

discrimination.158 The Treaty argument too has been refuted, 

because while Maori people might view the reserved seats as a 

relection of their constitutional position under the Treaty, the 
Treaty does not expressly establish reserved seats.159 Joseph 

argues that ‘the concepts of partnership and the Crown’s duty 

of active protection deine the Treaty relationship but neither 
concept mandates separate Maori representation.’160 Indeed, 

Article Three confers upon the Maori the same rights and 

privileges as British subjects – equality before the law. Maori 

thus arguably have the right to participate equally in the 

electoral system, but not with greater preferences than other 

citizens.161 The reserved seats could thus be seen as contrary 

to the right of equal citizenship,162 because it institutionalises 

‘Maori separatism’.163 The debate about reserved seats in 

New Zealand is paralleled in the Australian debate about the 

compatibility of Indigenous recognition with the principle of 

equality before the law in a liberal democracy.164 

The principle of equality before the law, however, is not cut 

and dry. Liberalism allows for positive measures to ensure 

equality of opportunities and fair and equal participation 

given the historical and contemporary circumstances. For 

example, ‘special measures’ at international law, the positive 

expression of the racial non-discrimination principle, allow 

for airmative measures to promote equal opportunities and 
address past discrimination, to ensure that all groups have 

equal enjoyment of their human rights, particularly given 

past denial of rights.165 In New Zealand, positive measures 

like reserved seats can be justiied not only as a manifestation 
of an original sovereignty-sharing agreement, but also (since 

there is dispute about the correct meaning and terms of this 

agreement) as a measure to equalise a historically imbalanced 

power relationship.

New Zealand has no entrenched Constitution, no 

entrenched bill of rights and the Treaty is not legally binding 

unless legislated, which is subject to political will. In this 

environment of strong parliamentary sovereignty, reserved 

Maori seats can be understood as a political and procedural 

mechanism for protecting Maori rights, by allowing the 

meaning of Treaty principles to be more fairly contested 

within democratic processes in which Maori peoples are 

aforded a distinct voice – as recognition of their position as 
a legitimate constitutional constituency and Treaty partners 

within New Zealand’s constitutional framework. 

If New Zealand had an entrenched Constitution which 

protected Maori rights through rights clauses, it would be 

up to the judiciary to interpret the clauses and strike down 

breaching laws. With reserved Maori seats, however, Maori 

MPs have a platform to efectively inluence Parliament’s 
laws at their inception and to pro-actively negotiate the 

accommodation of Maori rights on an ongoing basis. Reserved 

Maori seats may thus be a more democratic and pre-emptive 

solution to the problem of breached Maori rights than any 

legal entrenchment of the Treaty or a constitutionalised bill 

of rights. It is a form of recognition that involves Maori as 

active partners and participants in the governance of the 

nation, rather than as occasional litigants. It must be noted, 

however, that reserved Maori seats have been in place since 

1867, and this did not prevent discrimination against Maori 

and breaches of Maori rights under the Treaty. However over 

time, and with proportional representation, the Maori voice 

in Parliament has become stronger. 

Australia too must think through how best to protect 

Indigenous rights and interests in our own constitutional 

arrangements. Which kind of guarantee is politically 

achievable and best for Australia: a judicially adjudicated 

racial non-discrimination guarantee, or a political and 

procedural guarantee that Indigenous voices will be heard 

and represented in the political process?

V Lessons for Australia

A Judicially Interpreted Constitutional Rights 

Clauses are not the Only Solution

Australia’s parliamentary supremacy is limited by our 

Constitution, but the Constitution contains no bill of rights 

and has been largely inefective in protecting the rights of 
Australia’s most disadvantaged minority – Indigenous 

people. It is not just the lack of rights clauses that is a 

problem. There is also no representation of Indigenous 

peoples as a polity within our check-and-balance federalism. 
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If Australia’s Constitution mostly protects citizens’ rights 

through democratic procedures and federal power sharing, 

then Indigenous people have decisively missed out on that 

political and procedural protection. 

It is true that Indigenous people can (now at least) vote 

like all other citizens. But being only three per cent of the 

population, Indigenous people hardly get an inluential say 
in Parliament, even on maters directly concerning them. 
Arguably, past racial discrimination has occurred because 

Parliaments have never been good at listening to minority 

Indigenous views. This is why Indigenous advocates have 

for decades sought constitutional reform and recognition: 

because constitutional guarantees are a way of tempering 

majoritarian rule.166 Constitutional recognition could 

implement a stable and enduring constitutional guarantee 

that the discrimination of the past will not be repeated, and 

that the Indigenous relationship with the state will be fairer 

than it has been historically.

The solution proposed by the Expert Panel and the Joint 

Select Commitee was that a racial non-discrimination clause 
be adopted in the Constitution.167 However, this proposal 

has been criticised on the grounds that it would undermine 

parliamentary supremacy and give too much power to the 

judiciary.168 Given that bipartisan support is crucial for 

referendum success,169 these objections must be contended 

with. If a racial non-discrimination clause is not the answer 

to the challenge of protecting Indigenous rights and interests 

within Australia’s constitutional system, then what is a beter 
solution?170 How can we maintain parliamentary supremacy, 

while ensuring that Indigenous rights and interests are fairly 

protected? 

It may be that, like New Zealand, we should turn our minds 

to more democratic, institutional and procedural solutions. 

Could that mean a set of reserved Indigenous seats? In my 
view that is a doubtful political possibility. Might, then, it 

be an Indigenous Australian version of the Maori Council, 

perhaps with constitutional status?

Indigenous advocates for decades have argued for 

Indigenous representation and a voice within federal 

parliamentary procedures.171 The best, and most politically 

achievable, way to implement a guaranteed Indigenous 

voice in Indigenous afairs may be through a constitutionally 
mandated Indigenous representative body.172 If drafted to 

be a non-justiciable, political and procedural amendment, 

as suggested by Professor Anne Twomey,173 this option 

could give efect to Indigenous aspirations for a guaranteed 
voice and representation in their afairs, while respecting 
parliamentary supremacy and avoiding the possibility of 

laws being struck down.174 

Learning from the Maori Council experience, legislative 

lexibility can be maintained in the design, composition 
and details of the body. Parliament could retain the 

lexibility to evolve and update the institution as necessary. 
But if a successful referendum to implement this kind of 

constitutional amendment were achieved, the constitutional 

imperative for the Indigenous voice in Indigenous afairs – 
and the political authority derived from the endorsement 

of the Australian people through a successful referendum – 

would always remain.175

B Set in Place High-Level Principles for a Fairer 

Future Relationship

The Treaty of Waitangi has come to carry moral and political 

power, even though it is, of itself, legally unenforceable.176 

In that sense, it could be viewed as a symbolic statement 

of agreed principles that over time has come into practical 

fruition. Though a non-legal document, the Treaty is 

now considered New Zealand’s founding constitutional 

document177 and is considered ‘quasi-constitutional’. The 

Treaty has been integral in allowing Maori to hold the Crown 

accountable to its promises over time. 

Could Australia put in place similarly agreed principles, 

arising out of Indigenous-state negotiations, that should 

govern a fairer future relationship between Indigenous 

peoples and the state? If all the relevant principles cannot 
be constitutionally entrenched, perhaps they could be 

efected in legislation as well? Could an Australian Statute of 

Reconciliation over the years come to carry similar political 

and moral authority as the Treaty of Waitangi in New 

Zealand? Could its principles similarly come into practical 
fruition?

Freeman and Leeser propose an extra-constitutional 

Declaration to efect Indigenous recognition: a ‘historical 
and aspirational statement of no more than 300 words,’ 

subject to a popular vote to ensure political legitimacy,178 as 

part of a potential package of reforms efecting Indigenous 
recognition. Perhaps this idea can be combined with and 

strengthened through inclusion of the Declaration in a 
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Statute enacted with the concurrence of all the states, as 

Professor Greg Craven suggests.179 

Potentially, a Reconciliation Statute could contain an 

introductory Declaration of Indigenous history and 

heritage and an articulation of shared national values and 

future aspirations. The body of the Statute could contain 

important agreed principles relevant to Indigenous afairs 
and reconciliation, to set out a beter working relationship 
between Indigenous peoples and government. It could 

establish a formal framework for, as Reilley describes, 

‘ethical engagement with and accommodation of Indigenous 

peoples.’180 H.C. Coombs similarly suggested an ‘Act 

of Self-Determination’ to articulate ‘agreed divisions of 

responsibility and powers between Aboriginal Australians 

and the Commonwealth.’181 All these proposals suggest 

articulation of high-level principles to govern efective 
power-sharing between parties, which could supplement 

and enhance those rules which should be provided by 

the Constitution (for example rules proposed by Pearson, 

Twomey and others requiring Parliament to consult with 

and consider the advice of an Indigenous body when 

making laws and policies for Indigenous afairs).182 

Thus, if constitutional entrenchment of all the desired 

principles and values is politically unachievable, perhaps 

such principles can be established in a Reconciliation Statute 

to sit alongside the constitutional changes. The principles 

articulated could be agreed upon by Indigenous peoples 

and Commonwealth and state governments, to promote 

beter and fairer relations between Indigenous peoples 
and governments federally, and could include those ideas 

which the Expert Panel sought to have entrenched in the 

Constitution. For example, the Statute could include 

the importance of racial non-discrimination, equality 

before the law, equal citizenship and equal opportunities; 

the importance of Indigenous cultures, languages and 

heritage; and the importance of Indigenous relationships 

to land. The Statute could also articulate key principles of 

the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 

particularly principles to do with Indigenous self-

determination and the importance of genuine Indigenous 

consultation and participation in government decisions that 

afect Indigenous interests.183 

The appropriate constitutional guarantee could thus be 

supplemented and enhanced by the legislated principles 

of a Reconciliation Statute. Not being in the Constitution, 

these principles could be articulated in a richer way in a 

Reconciliation Statute without the anxiety associated with 

constitutional interpretation. 

C Pursue Just Agreement-Making and 

Settlements

Australia already has setlement mechanisms between 
Indigenous peoples and government under the Native Title 

Tribunal structure184 and under state land rights regimes. 

Sometimes efective setlements can be reached. The recent 
$1.3 billion Noongar setlement in Western Australia, to 
be paid in annual instalments of $50 million over 12 years 

into a Noongar Future Fund,185 is comparable to a Treaty 

setlement.186 The deal included the Crown handing over 

320,000 hectares of land to the Noongar.187  

Noel Pearson argues that native title and land rights regimes, 

along with other initiatives for reform and recognition 

in Indigenous afairs, may have the potential to together 
form ‘very good foundations… for First Nations to make 

agreements with government on the full range of issues  

that afect their people and their future.’ Pearson argues 
that the streams of innovation currently being pursued in 

Indigenous afairs188 could lead into what could one day 

be understood as regional First Nations treaties.189 Warren 

Mundine similarly contends that ‘a formal agreement or 

 declaration between Australia and its irst peoples’ is needed 
‘between Australia and each Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

 Islander tribal group, nation to nation’ and that drawn-out 

Native Title cases should be fairly setled.190 He states:

In the next term of Federal parliament, Australians will 

be asked to pass a referendum that formally recognises 

Indigenous people in the Australian Constitution. Wouldn’t 

it be iting if we also implement a system of governance that 
recognises the Indigenous nations and gives members of 

those nations the ability to govern maters concerning their 
traditional lands, assets, culture, language and heritage.191

Both Mundine192 and Pearson,193 as well as countless 

Indigenous advocates historically, call for governance 

structures to encourage Indigenous self-determination and 

leadership in their afairs. It may be that the Australian 
government could work towards a setlement process 
with each Indigenous group, similar to that undertaken in 

New Zealand,194 as part of the package of reforms.195 The 

setlements that occur in Australia through the native title 
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regime could be expanded to include cultural redress, an 

accounting of history and formal apologies, in addition 

to land and inancial compensation. If this process were 
pursued wholeheartedly, it could signiicantly afect 
our sense of national self-esteem in Indigenous afairs. It 
could also help propel practical recognition of Indigenous 

languages and heritage, as has occurred in New Zealand. 

D Cultural Recognition Should be Part of the 

Package 

Like New Zealand, Australia could implement simple 

legislative reforms to recognise Indigenous cultures and 

languages. If constitutional entrenchment of a clause 

recognising Indigenous languages as recommended by the 

Expert Panel is unachievable, perhaps this recognition can 

happen in legislation as some have suggested.

Australia could have an Australian Languages Recognition 

Act, mapping the Indigenous Australian language groups 

and recognising them as oicial Australian languages. Dual 
place naming mechanisms could be set up under the Act, 

connecting with any setlement mechanisms, as happens in 
New Zealand. An Australian Languages Commission could 

be established to document, promote, teach and revitalise 

Indigenous Australian Languages.

New Zealand has succeeded in making Maori heritage a 

celebrated part of New Zealand’s national identity. Australia 

can do the same through practical cultural recognition 

measures efected through legislation and policy. This 
should be part of the Indigenous recognition package.

VI Conclusion

The broad lesson from New Zealand is that Indigenous 

recognition is a practical, not just a symbolic, reform 

challenge. The New Zealand comparison encourages us 

to think practically and creatively in our search for the 

appropriate, politically viable solutions for fair forms of 

Indigenous constitutional recognition. Recognition can and 

should mean much more than a new, symbolic preamble to 

the Constitution. It should address the working, operational 

relationship between Indigenous peoples and the state, 

through constitutional and legislative reforms that should 

arise out of genuine negotiations between Indigenous 

peoples and the state.

The New Zealand example also demonstrates that judicially 

adjudicated constitutional rights clauses are not the only way 

to protect Indigenous rights and interests. Indigenous rights 

protection can also occur through procedural and political 

mechanisms. If lack of political consensus and atachment 
to parliamentary supremacy prevents the implementation 

of an entrenched protection against racial discrimination to 

protect Indigenous minority interests in Australia, perhaps 

the reforms for Indigenous constitutional recognition could 

include an Indigenous representative body, constitutionally 

authorised to engage with the state on Indigenous maters.196

Indigenous recognition could thus entail a constitutional 

guarantee for Indigenous peoples to exercise a political voice 

in their afairs. It could mean the legislative articulation of 
high-level principles to extrapolate the agreed terms for a 

fairer future relationship between Indigenous peoples and 

the state. It could mean the implementation of ongoing 

negotiation and agreement mechanisms between Indigenous 

peoples and the state, to redress past wrongs and agree upon 

new, fairer terms on which to engage in the future. It could 

mean legislative recognition of Indigenous languages and 

heritage, so that Indigenous Australian heritage is promoted 

as the heritage of the nation. Indigenous recognition in 

Australia could be a package of constitutional and legislative 

reforms containing all these kinds of measures.

Things indeed happened much beter for the Indigenous 
peoples across the Tasman. But there is no reason Australia 

cannot do equal or beter than New Zealand has done in 
efecting just measures for Indigenous recognition, to ensure 
Indigenous peoples take a fair place in our contemporary 

nation. If we adopt the right set of reforms, non-Indigenous 

Australians need lose nothing. But Indigenous peoples, and 

Australia as a nation, could gain a lot. 
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